PARTNERS
of the Scholarship Programme

- **Enable** young people to participate to the European Forum Alpbach and become part of a discussion around the big questions of our time;
- **Support** passionate students and young professionals from all over the world in building valuable relationships for their professional and personal advancement;
- **Connect** with their scholarship holders and meet them personally during the Forum.

Supporters of the scholarship programme will be publicised with their name or logo at the main entrance of the Congress Centre in Alpbach, as well as in the printed annual report and the on the Forum's website.

Full scholarships include the participation fee, accommodation costs and small daily allowances.

A scholarship package for the 2020 programme is made up of the following components:

- **€ 1.600,-** Participation fee (19.08. - 04.09.2020)
- **€ 510,-** Lodging in student dorm, 17 nights à € 30
- **€ 290,-** Daily allowances, 17 days à € 17
- **€ 2.400,-** Total cost per scholarship
- **− € 800,-** Every participation is co-funded by the EFA to ensure that all administrative costs are covered

---

- **€ 1.600,-** Funding by Partner
Our Team
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Magdalena Rostkowska-Müllner
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Follow, share and discuss your ideas with us:

Twitter  @forumalpbach
Facebook  /forumalpbach
Instagram  /forumalpbach
Vimeo  /europeanforumalpbach
Flickr  /europeanforumalpbach